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Introduction  

In this book we present papers in applied economics.These papers were written

by Dushko Josheski, Darko Lazarov and also as participants are listed Cane

Koteski and Risto Fotov.  



Causal relationship between wages and prices in UK: VECM analysis and

Granger causality testing

Dushko Josheski (dushkojosheski@gmail.com)
Risto Fotov (risto.fotov@ugd.edu.mk)
Darko Lazarov( darko.lazarov@ugd.edu.mk )
Cane Koteski (cane.koteski@ugd.edu.mk)

Abstract  

In this paper the issue of causality between wages and prices in UK has been tested. OLS

relationship between prices and wages is positive; productivity is not significant in determination

of prices or wages too. These variables from these statistics we can see that are stationary at 1

lag, i.e. they are I(1) variables, except for CPI variables which is I(2) variable. From the

VECM model, If the log wages increases by 1%, it is expected that the log of prices would

increase by 5.24 percent. In other words, a 1 percent increase in the wages would induce a

5.24 percent increase in the prices.About the short run parameters, the estimators of

parameters associated with lagged differences of variables may be interpreted in the usual

way.Productivity was exogenous repressor and it is deleted since it has coefficient no

different than zero. The relation (causation) between these two variables is from CPI_log

real_wage_log .Granger causality test showed that only real wages influence CPI or

consumer price index that proxies prices, this is one way relationship, price do not influence

wages in our model. 

Keywords: VECM, Granger causality, real wages, prices, cointegration , OLS  

Introduction

In the literature from this area there two sides of economist one that thinks that causality

runs from wages to prices and the second that thinks that causality runs from wages to prizes.

The evidence in the literature has evidence in support to both hypotheses. Granger causality

test is easy to be applied in economics.OLS techniques have been applied to data, and to

estimate the long run relationship we apply VECM analysis.  



Theoretical overview  

In this theoretical review some basic concepts in the theory of wages and prices are outlined,

to explain in some extent: what are determinants of wages and prices from neo-classical and

neo-keynesian perspective. 

The Issue of Time Consistency

New Classical Analysis makes a distinction between anticipated and unanticipated changes in

money supply.There exists superiority of fixed policy rules, low inflation requires monetary

authorities to commit themselves to low-inflation policy. Government cannot credibly

commit to low inflation policy if retain the right to conduct discretionary policy

(Kydland,Prescott,1977). The model of optimal policy is as follows:

Let = ( 1, 2 T) be a sequence of policies for periods 1 to T and

   x = ( x1, x2 xT) be the correspondin

Assume an agreed social welfare function:

S (x1, x2 xT,  1, 2 T) (1)

decisions:

xt = Xt (x1, x2 xt-1,  1, 2 T) (2)

An optimal policy is one which maximises (1) subject to (2).The issue of time consistency is:

A policy is time consistent if for each t, t maximises (1) taking as given previous economic

olicy decisions are taken similarly.Optimal policies are

time inconsistent

therefore lack credibility

discretionary policies lead to inferior outcomes

need credible pre-commitment

Consider a two period model in which 2 is selected to maximise:

S (x1, x2, 1, 2) (3)

subject to:

x1 = X1 ( 1, 2) and

x2 = X2 (x1, 1, 2)  (4)



For the policy to be time consistent 2 must maximise (3), given x1 and 1 and given

constraint (4). Now we are going to eliminate inflatory bias:Low inflation rule not

credible if government retains discretionary powers

need to gain a reputation for maintaining a low inflation policy mix

benefits from cheating < punishment costs   

or need to pre-commit to a low inflation policy goal

central ba

but danger of democratic deficit?  

Sources of price rigidity

New Keynesians suggest that small nominal price rigidities may have large macro effects

incomplete indexing of prices in imperfectly competitive goods, labour and

financial markets may be costly in terms of output instability

price adjustments

fear that rapid price adjustments costly in decision-making time and cause

excessive loss of existing customers

Sources of wage rigidity

Efficiency wages

Economy of high wages productivity and non-wage labour costs may be endogenous in

the wage-fixing process, even given excess supply of labour firms may not lower wages

.This repeals law of

supply and demand, if the relationship between wages and productivity/non-wage costs varies

across industry repeals law of one price. Version of efficiency wage model is:

A representative firm seeks to maximise its profits:

= Y wL           (1)

wL its wage costs and:

Y = F(e

e = e(w) >0          (3)

there are Lo identical workers who each supply 1 unit of labour inelastically  

The problem of the firm is to:

maxLw F(e(w)L wL (4)



when there is unemployment the first order conditions for L and w are:

e(w)L)e(w) w = 0          (5)

e(w) (w) L = 0       (6)

rewriting (5) gives:

e(w)L) = w / e(w)          (7)

substituting (7) into (5) gives:

(w) / e(w) = 1          (8)

From (8) at the optimum, the elasticity of effort with respect to wage is 1, i.e. the efficiency

wage (w*) is that which satisfies (8) and minimises the cost of effective labour

With N firms each hiring L* (the solution to (7), then total employment is NL* and as long

as NL* < L+ we observe an efficiency wage (w*) and unemployment

Literature overview

Empirical facts on the price, wage and productivity relationship - The debate on the direction

of causality between wages and prices is one of the central questions surrounding the

literature on the determinants of inflation. The purpose of this review is to identify the key

theories, concepts or ideas explaining the causality issue between prices and wages.We

selected ten studies as to see what method they use in explanation of this relationship, most of

the studies use panel methods but some use VECM model just like ours too.

A summary of some studies on the price, wage and productivity relationship

Studies Title Method

Strauss, Wohar (2004)
The Linkage Between Prices, Wages,

and Labor Productivity:
A Panel Study of Manufacturing Industries

panel unit root and

panel cointegration

procedures

Saten Kumar, Don J. 

Webber and Geoff Perry  

(2008)

Real wages, inflation and labour
productivity in Australia

Cointegration;

Granger causality

Dubravko Mihaljek and

Sweta Saxena in emerging market economies

Empirical methods

,correlations



This table shows that there exist theoretical and empirical models for prices and wages .This

si a small sample of ten studies that study the relationship between wages, prices and

productivity.  

Erica L. Groshen

Mark E. Schweitzer

(1997)

The Effects of Inflation on Wage Adjustments in
Firm-Level Data:
Grease or Sand?

40-year

panel of wage changes

Kawasaki, Hoeller, Poret,

1997
Modeling wages and prices for smaller OECD

countries

Error correction

mechanism

Kauermann, Willi Semmler

(2005)

Testing Wage and Price Phillips Curves
for the United States

parametric and non-

parametric estimation. 

SHIK HEO(2003)
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EFFICIENCY

WAGES AND PRICE
INDEXATION IN A NOMINAL WAGE

CONTRACTING MODEL

simple nominal wage

contracting model

John B. Taylor(1998) STAGGERED PRICE AND WAGE SETTING
IN MACROECONOMICS

time-dependent

pricing, staggered

price and wage setting

Gregory D. Hess and Mark

E. Schweitzer
Does Wage Inflation

Cause Price Inflation?

Granger Causality , 

panel econometrics  

Raymond Robertson(2001) Relative Prices and Wage Inequality:
Evidence from Mexico

Ordered Logit

Ordered Probit



Data and the methodology

     

We use time series data here for UK industry. Three variables are selected for the model.

LRW is the log of real wage. This variable represents Real Hourly Compensation in

Manufacturing, CPI Basis, in the United Kingdom. The data are from 1960 to 2009 although

in our regressions we use data only from 1960 to 2007, because from 2008 financial crisis

started which in terms of econometrics represents a huge structural break. This variable is

indexed and as base is chosen 2002=100. Second variable is LCPI which represents

logarithm of consumer price index in UK for all items from 1960 to 2009, we use 1960-2007, 

and it is indexed 2005=100. LPROD is logarithm of productivity for UK manufacturing

industry, this variable was calculated on a basis of average working hours in manufacturing

industry and total output of manufactured goods, second variable was divided by first, and

then logarithms were put. OLS and time series methods like VECM and co-integration are

going to be applied for this series of data.

OLS regressions

I model: Price as a function of wages and productivity

),( TYPRODUCTIVIRWfCPI

II model:   Wage is function of price and productivity.  

),( TYPRODUCTIVICPIfRW

This functional form is being applied on our data.

Ordinary least squares regressions are presented in the next page1:

For detailed output see Appendix 1 OLS regressions



Variables ),( TYPRODUCTIVIRWfCPI
),( TYPRODUCTIVICPIfRW

log

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

LRW  0.42**

log

LCPI  0.21**

LPROD -0.017 LPROD 0.06

CONST 5.81*** CONST 3.33***

AC test 0.001*** AC test 0.794***

Ramsey test 0.019* Ramsey test 0.178***

log

LRW  0.15

log

LCPI  0.17

LPROD -0.0051 LPROD 0.038

CONST 0.053 CONST 0.017

AC test 0.000 AC test 0.000

Ramsey test 0.943*** Ramsey test 0.943***

Note 1: *** - significant at 1% level of significance; ** - significant at 5% level of

significance; * - significant at 10% level of significance. The AC tests indicate the p-value of

the Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation with H0: no serial correlation and Ha: H0 is

not true

Here OLS relationship between prices and wages is positive, also and between productivity

and prices and productivity and wages except for the fact that these relationships are not

significant. These models in column 1 can be represented in a form:

021

^

lprodlrwlcpi , where 0 is intercept, 1 2 are elasticities that measure

elasticity of wages to prices and productivity to prices respectively. Second model in this

column is: 021

^

lprodlrwlcpi , this is the case of first differences of the

variables.

Autocorrelation in the models from column I is a serious problem, OLS time series do suffer

from serial correlation. Functional form significant at all conventional levels of significance. 

Finally the estimated coefficients on wages to prices (and vice versa) are positive. This notion

is not confirmed with Granger causality test, except for the case that Log of real wages causes

LCPI at 5% level of significance.2



Log-levels First-differences
NON-CAUSAL
VARIABLES

LR stat LR stata

LCPI 0.316 0.801

LRW  0.049** 0.133

Note 1: *** - significant at 1% level of significance; ** - significant at 5% level of
significance; * - significant at 10% level of significance.

Impulse response graph  

On the next graph is given impulse Response for a shock of variables, prices and wages.

Unit root tests3

Unit root tests statistics are given in a Table below

Variables tested for
unit roots

Test statistic Decision

real_wage_log -1.4627 Series is non-stationary

real_wage_log_d1 -3.5693** Series is stationary

CPI_log -1.1164 Series is non-stationary

CPI_log_d1 -2.3459 Series is non-stationary

CPI_log_d1_d1_d1  
-7.0234*** Series is stationary

Critical values for the test at    1%       5%  10%
-3.96 -3.41 -3.13

Note 1: *** - significant at 1% level of significance; ** - significant at 5% level of
significance; * - significant at 10% level of significance.



These variables from these statistics we can see that are stationary at 1 lag, i.e. they are I(1)

variables, except for CPI variables which is I(2) variable. These variables are graphically

presented as non-stationary and their differences as stationary in the unit root section

Appendix 3. 

Johansen Trace test (co-integration test)4

Whereas the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) tends to overestimate the optimal lag

order, the Hannan Quinn information criterion (HQ) provides the most consistent estimates,

thus it will be considered as the most reliable criterion.

Cointegration rank  

On the next table is summarized the decision fro with how many lags to continue testing.  

Variables Deterministic
trend

Johansen trace test

CPI_log

and
Real_wage_log

Constant

Lag order                              LR-stat                      p-value

1 2.65 0.6540

Constant and a
trend

1 4.97 0.6072

We reject the null for zero lags and we cannot reject the r=1, so we will accept 1

cointegrating vector.

Estimated cointegrating vector  

Next we are going to present the estimation for cointegrating vector. This estimation does not

include intercepts and does not include trends.



Chosen order =1
44 observations from 1964 to 2007

Vector  1
LRW                  .24600

( -1.0000)

LCPI -.18411
(   .74839)

List of variables included in the cointegrating vector:
LRW LCPI

These vectors are normalized in brackets.

Estimated long run coefficient using ARDL approach  

Long run coefficient between logarithm of real wages and logarithm of prizes is positive and
statistically significant.

Estimated Long Run Coefficients using the ARDL Approach
ARDL(1,0) selected based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion

Dependent variable is LRW
44 observations used for estimation from 1964 to 2007
Regressor              Coefficient       Standard Error         T-Ratio[Prob]
LCPI                       .74158            .030294                   24.4796[.000]

VECM model

VECM model is presented in the matrix form below

Coefficient matrix

)(2

)(1
)(

003.0

010.0

325.15
)1log(_

)1(log(
246.5000.1

031.0

105.0

)log)(__(

)log)(_(

tu

tu
tTREND

CONST
twagereal

tCPI

twagereald

tCPId

VECM output consists of coefficients. Estimation - The VECM model was estimated using

the Two Stage procedure (S2S), with Johansen procedure being used in the first stage and

Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) procedure being used in the second stage. The



Loading coefficients-even though they may be considered as arbitrary to some extent due to

the fact that they are determined by normalization of co-integrating vectors, their t ratios may

be interpreted in the usual way as being conditional on the estimated co-integration

.In our case

loading coefficients have t-ratios [-12.616]  [-3.907] respectively. Thus, based on the

presented evidence, it can be argued that co-integration relation resulting from normalization

of cointegrating vector enters significantly.Table of t-stat matrix is given below.

t-stat matrix  

)(2

)(1
)(

068.3

933.10

779.8
)1log(_

)1(log(
401.10...

907.3

616.12

)log)(__(

)log)(_(

tu

tu
tTREND

CONST
twagereal

tCPI

twagereald

tCPId

Co-integration vectors The model we can arrange as follows 

(-10.401)
If we rearrange  

(-10.401)

If the log wages increases by 1%, it is expected that the log of prices would increase by 5.24

percent. In other words, a 1 percent increase in the log wages would induce a 5.24 percent

increase in the log of prices.

Short-run parameters - The estimators of parameters associated with lagged differences of

variables may be interpreted in the usual way.Productivity was exogenous regressor and it is

deleted since it has coefficient no different than zero.

log__246.5log_ wagerealCPIec fgls

fglsecwagerealCPI log__246.5log_



Deterministic Terms Trend term has statistically significant though very small impact in

the two equations.

Conclusion  

In our paper we made several conclusions about the relationship between prices and wages.

First there exist positive and significant relationship between the two variables and causation

is from real wages to CPI. As our Vector Error correction model (VECM) showed on average

1% increase in log of real wages induces by 5.3% increase in CPI for all items in UK, i.e. this

means that increase in wages causes inflation in UK, this notion was confirmed with the

Granger causality test. The relation (causation) between these two variables is from

CPI_log



Appendix 1 OLS regressions













Appendix 3 Unit root tests







Graphic presentation of the variables



Appendix 4 Test for cointegration







Residual analysis in VECM
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Analysis of Purchasing power parity with data for
Macedonia

             Msc Dushko Josheski                  
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Abstract

In this paper we test Roggof hypothesys with data for Macedonia.The result is that this
hypothesis holds but limited in the case of Macedonia.

Introduction



1.

ttt XX 110

1: 10H

1: 11H

2.

ttt XtX 1110

1: 10H

1: 11H



)(

11

s
)(s

)(

11

s
t

t 73.28621.2 .15671.2t

03.44126.3t
t 21279.3t

t

0.41DLPPP-.00860REDL



1-t.50958u0.297DDLPPP0-0.0052REDDL

p-value of
the test

Decision

H0: No

residual correlation

Insufficient
evidence to reject H0 at 1, 5 %

level of

significance

H0: Linear
relationship between

variables

Insufficient
evidence to reject H0 at 1, 5 and
10%

level of

significance

H0:

Normality in residuals

Insufficient
evidence to reject H0 at 1, 5 and
10%

level of

significance

H0:

Homoskedasticity

Insufficient
evidence to reject H0 at 1, 5 and
10%

level of

significance

CUSUM and CUSUMSQ

plots are examined



According to CUSUM and CUSUM square there are no structural breaks.

As the variable DDLPPP is not statistically significant, this is consistent with Rogoff (1996),

who states that PPP does not hold in long run. So we can rewrite the model and estimate as

follows

1-t.515u0-0.0072REDDL

p= [.798] [.072]

This model suggests that on average 51,5% of the departure of ER from its

equilibrium level will be offset in the next period. In summary model provides some evidence

of long run PPP.  
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Institutions and Growth revisited: OLS, 2SLS, G2SLS Random effects IV regression

and Panel Fixed (within) IV regression with cross-country data

Dushko Josheski ( dushkojosheski@gmail.com )

Darko Lazarov (darko.lazarov@ugd.edu.mk)

Risto Fotov (risto.fotov@ugd.edu.mk )

Cane Koteski (cane.koteski@ugd.edu.mk)

Abstract

This paper revisits the Institutions and growth models. Econometric techniques have been

applied on cross-country data, just to confirm the apriori knowledge that Institutions effect on 

growth is positive and highly statistically significant. This evidence was confirmed by all four

models. OLS proved as a better technique for our data than 2SLS, this simply because

overidentification test showed that instrument cannot be considered exogenous, also

Hausman test showed that OLS is better than 2SLS at 1% and 5% levels of significance.

G2SLS estimator and Fixed effects panel estimators just confirmed the results from the OLS

and 2SLS. As a proxy variable for institutions we used Rule of law variable, also as

instruments were used revolutions and Freedom house rating as well as War casualties

variables. Also as conclusion here Trade is insignificant in influence to GDP growth

compared with quality of institutions.

Key words: Institutions, Growth, 2SLS, OLS, G2SLS Random effects IV regression and

Panel Fixed (within) IV regression, cross-country data, Hausman test, Overidentification test



Literature review of Institution and growth

The growth theory tries to explain the dynamic of growth process and the enormous

differences of income per capita and economic performance among countries. From historical

perspective, some group of countries have accomplished very high rate of growth and

economic performance compared with other countries which face with economic problems

(slowly dynamic of growth process). There are many explanations about this fact, basically, 

three theories analyze the factors which determinate cross-country differences in income

levels and growth rate. First, the neoclassical theory of economic growth, based on work of

Solow (1956), Lucas (1988), and others, focuses on the inputs of physical and human capital

as a main resource of growth process, and late, Romer (1990) focus on technology advances

through R&D activities (activities that create new ideas in economy) as a engine of growth.

Second, the geographic/location theory explain that the geographic location of country

(access to market) and the climate condition are very important for income level and

economic performance. The theoretical and empirical research present the strong causality

between the geographic location and the income level, the geographic/location theory explain

only the income level differences among countries. In other side, the most important question

for economist is the engine of growth, and in this direction the growth theory tries to explain

the factors which determent the rate of growth. Third, the institutional approach emphasizes

the importance of creating an institutional environment and institutions that support and

encourage the main foundation of market economy (e.g. protection of property rights, rule of

law, enforcement of contracts, and voluntary exchange of market-determined price. 

Institutions refer to rules, regulations, laws and policies that affect economic incentives such

as incentives to invest in technology, physical capital and human capital. In this regard, the

good institution framework is necessary for high level investment. Investors do not prefer to

risk their capital when the protection of property rights is poorly, there are weak in rule of law

and enforcement of contracts, and other illegal activities in market foundation economy.    

The theoretical explanations for growth that we introduced above are not inconsistent each

other and all might play important role, but institutions are the major fundamental cause of

economic growth and cross-country differences in economic performance.

The research of our paper focuses on the causality relationship between institutions and

growth, and analyzes how quality of institutions influences growth rate. The empirical

investigate show the more strong direction of causality of institutional quality to growth than

the influence of growth to quality institutions. The explanation of this result is the fact that



poor counties have more incentive to improve the quality of their institutions to achieve

higher growth rate, rather than develop counties with high growth do not need to improve the

institutional environment because that countries already have reached high-quality

institutions.

Theoretical model of institutions, capital and economic growth

To develop the growth model with institutions, we start our analysis with aggregate

production function which describes how the inputs (physical and human capital, labor and

technology) are combined to produce output.5

1
ttttt LHKAY (1)

where Y is output, the parameter A represent the level of technology in economy, K is

physical capital, H is human capital, and L is labor. We should make distinction between

human capital and labor. The labor force is amount of people who are able to work, in the

other side, human capital is the knowledge, skills and abilities of people who are or who may

be involved in production process.

The equation of production function can write in per capita form:

t
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hkAy ttt (3)

Traditional macroeconomic growth models do not include the influence of institutional

quality as a factor of economic growth. These models implicitly assume an underlying set of

good institutions. The fact that institutions have important role in growth process, the

economists try to implement the institutional quality in growth models.

The production function is characterize with constant return,  .1

The equation (1) we can write in this terms: ).( 1
ttttt LAHKY
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where 0A represents the basic level of technology, *In represents the best quality institutions,

these ideal institutions are assumed in the traditional growth model, and In

current level of institutional quality. The mathematical statement )( *InIn measures the

growth model assume that economies function close to best-quality institutions, *InIn ,

thus, these growth model reduce the influence of quality institutions.

Substituting the equation (3) into equation of production function per worker, we get:
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tt hkhkAy )()(
0
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2
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1 (5)

Rewriting this equation we get:

)()(
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InIn

tt hkAy (6)

To study the dynamic of output per capita, we will use a simple mathematical trick that

economists often used in the study of growth.

If we take logs of equation (6), we obtain:

ttt hInInkInInAy log)(log)(loglog *
2

*
10 (6)

Derivatives regarding time t, we obtain following form:

Mathematical notes: The theory of growth uses some properties of natural logarithms. One of that properties is:
The statement regarding the timing of the logarithms of a variable, gives the growth rate of that variable:

If )(log)( txty , than, .
1
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As we can see, the equation (8), show the growth rate of output per capita:
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Rewriting equation (8) we get following form of growth rate of output per capita:
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If we assume that: )( *
11 In ; )( *

22 In and 00 A , and adding an error term t ,

we get final equation of growth rate of output per capita:
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The final basic equation that we got in our theoretical model can use to test the impact

he productivity of

physical and human capital. In addition, we explain the coefficient estimates for   2121 ,,, .

The coefficient 1 and 2 measure the return to physical and human capital investments (the

productivity of capital investments) in a country with the worst possible institutional quality, 

while coefficient 1 and 2 showing an increasing return to these capital investments as the

quality improves to the ideal level for economy based of market

foundations.

Measuring problems with institutional quality and their influence of growth

In our theoretical model of institutions, capital and growth we can see that some

parameters are relatively easy to measure, for example, K is amount of physical capital and H

8 Where symbol, , denotes changes of parameters.



is human capita that measure by years of schooling. On the other hand, institutions are not

easily to quantifiable and this makes problem to measure the influence of institutions to

economic growth. Economists try to solve the problem with measuring the quality of

institutions by including some instrumental variables.

First, we will define the range of institutions and put some variables to measure

different aspects of institutional environment. Institutions are the rule of game and it

encompasses different type of social arrangements, laws, regulation, enforcement of property

rights and so on. This definition of institutions is very widely and we can learn relatively little

by emphasizing the importance of such a broad set of institutions. It is therefore important to 

try to understand what types of institutions are more important for economic growth. This is

very useful for our empirical analysis of institutions and economic growth. There three type

of institutions: political, financial and economic institutions. The quality of each of these type

of institutions are measured through different variables. For example, the main variables for

political institutions are: political rights and civil liberties that contain the political freedom

index, rule of law that contain rule of law index, control of corruption and corruption freedom

that contain index of corruption and other variables. On the other hand, the main variables of

economic institutions are: protection of property rights, regulation and business freedom

index that refer to trade freedom, freedom in doing business, financial freedom, investment

freedom, and quality of regulation system.

The investigation of relative roles of different types of institutions is very important

because as we can see above different type of institution have different influence of growth

and economic performance. The economic institutions have the major role for growth, and in

this regard when economist testified the relationship between institutions and growth, have to

measure variables that cause quality of economic institutions more that quality of political

institutions.

Data and the methodology

Data are from 212 groups of countries and geographic regions. These cross-country data

were used in more than one study, including those from Dollar and Kraay (2003). In our

study we are going to test the influence of institutions on average GDP growth per capita at

PPP. The other variables are:

Rulellaw-law and order rating, we use this variable as proxy for quality of institutions, this
variables is expected to be positively correlated with the average growth of GDP per capita.  



Wardead-war casualties, frehouserating-freedom house rating, cima_v-contractintensive
money (measure of property rights), revolution-revolutions, these variables are proxies for
rulellaw. These variables are being used as instruments for rule of law variable and are
proxies for quality of institutions.

gdppercap~a-average GDP per capita growth at PPP. This variable is variable of interest in
our study. Dependent variable is being expressed in per capita terms and PPP conversion
factor for more comparable result has been added. This variable is expressed in log terms.
govconshar~p-government consumption as share of GDP. This variable is expected to be
positively correlated with average GDP per capita growth variable. This variable is expressed
in log terms.
fdiinflow_~p-FDI inflows as percentage to GDP.
linvestmen~p-log of investment as fraction to GDP
lnbmp-this variable is log of (1+black market premium). Black market premium refers to the

amount in excess of the official exchange rate that must be paid to purchase foreign exchange

on an illegal ("black") market. Black market premium when the official rate is not market

clearing is presented on the next graph. The premium typically arises when a country fixes

the value of its exchange rate in relation to another currency irrespective of the rate that

would prevail in the commer

commodity at a non-market-clearing level.  

In figure 1, schedule DD reflects demand for foreign exchange, while schedule SS reflects the

supply. Under normal circumstances DD will be downward sloping, meaning that demand for

foreign exchange will be greater as the price (in units of domestic currency) declines. 

Similarly, SS will slope upward, since additional foreign currency will be supplied to the

market only as the price (in units of local currency per unit of foreign currency) increases.

Provided normal economic conditions prevail, the market can be expected to clear at price P*,

where the supply and demand schedules intersect. At this price, quantity Q* of foreign



exchange will be bought and sold.  When a nation fixes its exchange rate at a nonmarket-

clearing rate, the normalmarket mechanism is disrupted. At the official exchange rate, POFF, 

demand for foreign exchange, QDO, exceeds the available supply, QSO. Those wishing to

purchase foreign exchange cannot obtain it at the official price in the commercial market. If

they seek to obtain foreign exchange from a private source, rather than using the queuing

mechanism established by the authorities, they will need to pay more than the official

price.The margin will reflect the scarcity value of the foreign exchange, plus a premium to

by a leftward (upward) shift in the supply curve to S0S0, making the market-clearing

exchange rate, PB, likely to exceed the clearing rate in a legal market. The difference between

the clearing rate in the illegal market, PB, and the official exchange rate, POFF, is the black

market premium. This variable it is expected to be negatively correlated wioth the average

growth of GDP per capita.  

Instrumental variables (2SLS) versus OLS

An Instrumental Variable is a variable that is correlated with X but uncorrelated with e. 

If Zi is an instrumental variable:

1. E( Zi Xi

2. E( Zi ei ) = 0 

The econometrician can use an instrumental variable Z to estimate the effect on Y of only

that part of X that is correlated with Z. Because Z is uncorrelated with e, any part of X that is

correlated with Z must also be uncorrelated with e. An instrumental variable lets the

econometrician find a part of X that behaves as though it had been randomly assigned. When

the economist is worried about measurement error, a good choice of instrument is simply a

different measure of the same variable. The new measure may have its own errors, but these

errors are unlikely to be correlated with the mistakes in the first measure, or with any other

component of e (Murray, 2006). Instrumental variables are NOT the explanator of interest.

We do not simply use instrumental variables as proxies for the explanator of interest.  
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If Xi were uncorrelated with ei , we  would want to weight more heavily observations with a

high xi value. We know that Zi Xi , so now we want to

weight more heavily observations with a high zi value. Here we ask question what is

expectation for IV?
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Because 0),( iiXCov , the bias term cannot be eliminated IV is biased in the same

direction as the bias in OLS. 
A variable Zi can instrument for a particular troublesome explanator, XRi, if:

Cov( Zi,XRi

Cov( Zi,ei ) = 0 

Zi must be correlated with the troublesome variable for which it instruments, but need not be

correlated with all of the troublesome variables. To estimate a multiple regression

consistently, we need at least one instrumental variable for each troublesome explanator.

When we have just enough instruments for consistent estimation, we say the regression

equation is exactly identified. When we have more than enough instruments, the regression

equation is over identified. When we do not have enough instruments, the equation is under

identified (and inconsistent). An Instrumental Variable is a variable that is correlated with

X but uncorrelated with e.

If Zi is an instrumental variable:



E(ZiXi

E(Ziei ) = 0 

If Xi were uncorrelated with ei , we  would want to weight more heavily observations with a

high xi value.We know that Zi is correlated with Xi , so now we want to 

weight more heavily observations with  a high zi value.

Beta estimator is 

ii

iiIV

xz

Yz

When the regression is under identified, then we do not have a consistent estimator. 

When the regression is exactly identified, then we simply use Instrumental Variables Least

Squares. When the regression is over identified, we have more instruments than we need. The

methods we learned last time are only suitable for the exactly identified case. When the

regression equation is over identified, we have more instruments than we need. We could

simply discard the additional instruments, but then we throw out valuable information.

Ignoring valid instruments is inefficient. Standard OLS estimator is BLUE best linear

unbiased estimator, to test whether OLS coefficients or 2SLS coefficients are better we are

going to perform Hausman test. The Hausman specification test performs test of significance

of one estimator versus alternative estimator

Panel Fixed effects IV model versus Random effects IV model

period of time). With cross-sectional data, there is no particular reason to differentiate

between omitted variables that are fixed over time and omitted variables that are changing. 

However, when an omitted variable is fixed over time; panel data offers another tool for

eliminating the bias. Panel Data is data in which we observe repeated cross-sections of the

same individuals. Examples:

Annual unemployment rates of each state over several years

Quarterly sales of individual stores over several quarters

Wages for the same worker, working at several different jobs



By far the leading type of panel data is repeated cross-sections over time. The key feature of

panel data is that we observe the same individual in more than one condition. Omitted

variables that are fixed will take on the same values each time we observe the same

individual. The Fixed Effects Estimator basic idea is to estimate a separate intercept for each

individual.
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When we difference, the heterogeneity term vi drops out. (In the distinct intercepts model, the

b0i would drop out). By assumption, the mit are uncorrelated with the Xit OLS would be a

consistent estimator of b1.  

When unobserved heterogeneity is uncorrelated with explanators, panel data techniques are

not needed to produce a consistent estimator. However, we do need to correct for serial

correlation between observations of the same individual. When ,0),( iit vXE  , panel data

does not offer special benefits. We use Random Effects to overcome the serial correlation of

panel data. The key idea of random effects:

Once we have estimates of sv
2 and sm

2, we can re-weight the observations optimally. 

These calculations are complicated, but most computer packages can implement them.

Descriptive statistics of the model

Descriptive statistics of the model is given in the following table  



In our sample we use decadal data. Sample contains 4 observations for each of 212 groups in

the panel, contains data from 1969-1979,1979-1989, and 1989-1999. Moving of the variables

through four decades is shown on the next graphs.  
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Where YIN here is annual average growth of GDP pre capita in PPP terms variable. Cimav

are contract intensive money. Contract Intensive Money (CIM) = (M2 - money outside the

banking system)/M2 where M2= Money + Quasi money. Proportion of money supply held by

the banking system, sometimes interpreted as a proxy for the rule of law or an indicator of the

credibility of financial institutions.LNOPENAV is natural logarithm of the average trade

openness of the country, i.e. Average trade. RULELAWIN is the rule of law variable it law

and order rating variable.

2SLS VS OLS 9

2SLS regression is modeled as follows:



iucontrolsTradensinstitutiotaGDPpercapi 3210)ln(

Dependent variable log of GDP per capita in PPP terms.
Instrumental
variables
(2SLS)
regression

Variables Coefficients p-value P>|t|

rulellaw Rule of law proxy
for quality of
institutions

11.45504 0.005

lavertrade Log of average trade  -0.0905889 0.071
lnbmp Log of black market

premium
-0.1623014 0.000

linvestmen~p Log of investment
as a fraction to GDP

31.56 0.000

govconshar~p Government
consumption as a
share to GDP

0.1011464 0.114

fdiinflow_~p FDI inflows as
proportion to GDP

0.126112 0.003

_cons Constant term 11.75178 0.285
Instrumented:  rulellaw

Instruments:   lavertrade lnbmp linvestmentgdp govconsharegdp fdiinflow_gdp
frehouserating revolution cima_v

From the above Table we can see that the rule of law is highly positively correlated with

growth, coefficient is 11.45, p-value is 0.005, meaning that the coefficient is statistically

significant at all conventional levels. This is expected positive sign from the theory. 

Coefficient on the logarithm of average trade is small of size (-0.09), but is statistically

significant up to 7% level of significance. Growth is positively correlated with average trade, 

but trade compared with other explanatory variables here has negative sign, meaning that

compared to the institutions is growth deteriorating. Logarithm of black market premium

exerts negative sign, which is expected from the apriori knowledge. Black market is non-

regula -0.16, and

is significant at all conventional levels. Private investment and government consumption as a

fraction to GDP are expectedly positively correlated with growth with coefficients of 31.56

and 0.11 respectively. And Investment as a fraction to GDP is significant at all conventional

levels, while government consumption is almost significant at 10% level of significance. FDI

are positively correlated with growth as it is expected from the theory with a sign 0.12. Here



instruments for Rule of law are contract intensive money, war casualties and revolutions.

OLS regression is presented in a Table 10

Dependent variable log of GDP per capita in PPP terms.
Ordinary
least squares
regression

Variables Coefficients p-value P>|t|

rulellaw Rule of law proxy
for quality of
institutions

5.024089 0.000

lavertrade Log of average trade  -0.0384768 0.268
lnbmp Log of black market

premium
-0.1948633 0.000

linvestmen~p Log of investment
as a fraction to GDP

33.33 0.000

govconshar~p Government
consumption as a
share to GDP

0.1868692 0.000

fdiinflow_~p FDI inflows as
proportion to GDP

0.1501029 0.000

_cons Constant term 22.83623 0.003

Ramsey Reset test using powers of the fitted values of the dependent variable
F(3, 838) =      1.78

Prob > F =      0.1490

From the above Table only the coefficient of trade is negative and insignificant at all

conventional levels. Rule of law as a proxy for institutional quality is again as expected

positively correlated with growth, coefficient of 5.02 and highly significant at all levels of

significance. Black market premium is negative -0.19 and is significant at all conventional

levels. Investment as fraction to GDP, government consumption as a share to GDP and FDI

inflows as a fraction to GDP are positively correlated with growth. Coefficients respectively

are: 33.33,0.18 and 0.15 and are significant at all conventional levels. Ramsey Reset test

showed that the model does not suffer from omitted variables bias. If we reject the null

hypothesis of no omitted variables , probability of making Type I error is 15%.

Hausman test

See Appendix 2 OLS regression



This command computes the Hausman test statistic. The null hypothesis is that the OLS

estimator is consistent. If accepted, we probably would prefer to use OLS instead of 2SLS. 

The option constant is necessary to tell Stata to include the constant term in the comparison of

both estimates. The sigmamore option tells Stata to use the same estimate of the variance of

the error term for both models. This is desirable here since the error term has the same

interpretation in both models. The df(1) option tells Stata that the null distribution has one

degree of freedom. Stata was able to figure this out when I left this option out, even though

the Hausman test is comparing values of two 5- element (not one-element) vectors. It

probably knew this by finding only one non-zero eigenvalue of the 5-by-5 covariance matrix

estimate that it calls (V_b-V_B) hausman

command as above. 

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from ivreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from regress

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic
chi2(1) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

=        2.96
Prob>chi2 =   0.0852
(V_b-V_B is not positive definite)

From the above result from Hausman test, we can see that OLS is acceptable at 1% and 5%

level of significance, but not at 10% .Otherwise 2SLS squares would be more preferable.

Over identification test11

Next are presented results from the overidentification test.

So at all conventional levels of significance we can drop hypothesis that instruments are

scalar list x2 pval
x2 =  474.82519

pval =          0



So in conclusion about this part we can say that OLS won the battle and is better estimator
than OLS , since it has better results in Hausman test and 2SLS did not show good
overidentification test. From the below scatters it is evident that Rule of law variable and
openness variable are positively correlated with growth.
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G2SLS random-effects (RE) model

IV estimation can also be combined with panel data models in a straight forward manner

Recall, that under the assumption of unobserved heterogeneity we removed the unobserved

heterogeneity by either first differencing or fixed effects. This left us back in the world of

OLS. However, one of the demeaned or first-differenced repressors could still be correlated

with the error term, suggesting that IV could be helpful. Ctry variable i.e. country is panel IIS

, ID variable. 12

G2SLS random-effects (RE) model



Dependent variable log of GDP per capita in PPP terms.
Instrumental
variables
(G2SLS)
regression
Random
effects model

Variables Coefficients p-value P>|t|

rulellaw Rule of law proxy
for quality of
institutions

1.622535 0.000

lavertrade Log of average trade  -0.0008549 0.981

linvestmen~p Log of investment
as a fraction to GDP

0.3291961 0.000

govconshar~p Government
consumption as a
share to GDP

0.1058485 0.011

_cons Constant term 65.90368 0.000
Group
variable :ctry  
Instrumented:  rulellaw

Instruments: lavertrade investmentgdp govconsharegdp frehouserating wardead revolution
cima_v

From the above regression we can see that rulellaw variable which is being used as proxy

for quality of institutions, is positively correlated with growth of GDP per capita variable at

PPP terms, coefficient is 1.6 and p-value is 0.000. Coefficient on Trade is highly

insignificant, pvalue is 0.981. Investment and government consumption are positively and

statistically significant with coefficients 0.32 and 0.11 respectively.  

As conclusion Trade is insignificant to growth compared with institutions.

Fixed effects regression (within)IV model13

In the next Table is presented Fixed effects panel regression IV model with panel ID variable
ctry. 

Fixed effects regression (within)IV model



Dependent variable log of GDP per capita in PPP terms.
Fixed effects
regression
(within)IV
model  

Variables Coefficients p-value P>|t|

rulellaw Rule of law proxy
for quality of
institutions

1.579087 0.000

lavertrade Log of average trade  -0.020254 0.640

linvestmen~p Log of investment
as a fraction to GDP

0.2575612 0.000

govconshar~p Government
consumption as a
share to GDP

0.0961099 0.024

_cons Constant term 84.53991 0.000
Group
variable :ctry  

In conclusion institutions and investment as fraction to GDP and government consumption as
share to GDP are positively and statistically significantly correlated.

Appendix 2SLS regression



Appendix 2 OLS regression

Appendix 3 Hausman test

quietly reg  ivresid   ruleoflaw lavertrade investmentgdp govconsharegdp

. predict explresid,xb

. matrix accum rssmat = explresid,noconstant
(obs=848)

. matrix accum rssmat = explresid,noconstant
(obs=848)

. matrix accum tssmat = ivresid,noconstant
(obs=847)

. scalar nobs=e(N)

. scalar x2=nobs*rssmat[1,1]/tssmat[1,1]

. scalar pval=1-chi2(1,x2)

. scalar list x2 pval



x2 =  474.82519
pval =          0

Appendix 4 G2SLS random effects IV regression

Appendix 5 Panel Fixed effect IV regression
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Labor market and natural rate of unemployment in US and Canadian time

series analysis

Dushko Josheski (dushkojosheski@gmail.com)
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Abstract

Canadian labor market data are being used in this paper. These series are quarterly data from

1980 Q1 to 2000 Q4. This series are stationary by test for cointegration I(0), meaning that

there exist equilibrium relationship between the time series labour productivity (prod),

employment (e), unemployment rate (U), real wages (rw).This notion was definitively confirmed with

VEC model. VEC model shows long run coefficient, and if the system is in disequilibrium , 

alteration of the variables will only be -0.003 for real wages or -0.3%, -0.001 for

unemployment or -0.1%, -0.000 for productivity or -0%,and -0% for employment. This

means that Canadian labour market is in equilibrium working at natural rate of

unemployment and by equilibrium wages.

Key words: employment, real wages, labour productivity, VAR , VECM



Long-run Unemployment

Unemployment is one of harder and more severe macroeconomic problems for many

reasons. First, the loss of a job causes reduction of income and living standard. Second,

unemployment is not only macroeconomic problem, but it is social problem, that interested

the society at whole. The unemployment is subject of interest especially for politicians, and

the problem of unemployment is usually central topic of political debate. In that regard,

economic researchers try to find out the causes of unemployment, and the policy makers try

to create and implement policies that will reduce the number of unemployed.

The rate of unemployment is a stock variable that can be measured at a given point in

time, and show how many people from the whole size of the population of working age

(labour force) are unemployed. The labor force is the sum of the employed and the

unemployed:

UEL (1)

In this regard, the rate of unemployment is:

L
Uu           (2)

The steady-state rate of unemployment

In this section we will try to explain the factors which determine the natural rate of

unemployment throughout creating the model of labour-force. Labour market is specific

market in which some people find new job and other lost their jobs. Because our focus is

determines of unemployment rate, we assume that the labour force is fixed, and our interest is

the transition of people in the labour force between employed and unemployed. In the picture

below we illustrate the previous statement. The rate of job separation s is the fraction of

PL mmww PPL  , where P is the size of population of working age, is participation rate,
wP is the size of women of working age, mP is the size of man of working age, w is participation rate of

women, and m is participation rate of man. 

Multiply with 100%, because all rates, including rate of unemployment is expressed in percentage.   



employed individuals who lose their job each month (or every quarter), the rate of job finding

f is the fraction of unemployed individuals who find a job each month (or every quarter).

Together, the rate of job separation s and the rate of job finding f determine the rate of

unemployment.

If the unemployment rate is nearly stable, that means, if the labor market is in a

steady state-than the number of people finding job s must equal the number of people losing jobs. The

number of people finding jobs is fU  , the number of people losing jobs is sE , so we can write the

steady state as

sEfU (3)

)( ULsfU (4)

To solving the mathematical equation for the rate of unemployment, we divide both

sides of equation by L to obtain:

)1(
L

U
s

L

U
f (5)

Form previous equation .ULEUEL

J
Job separation (s)

Job Finding (f)

Employed Unemployed

The transitions between Employment and Unemployment in every
period, a fraction s of the employed lose their jobs, and fraction f of the unemployed find jobs. 
The rates of job separation and job finding determine the rate of unemployment.



Now we can solve for L

U
to find

fs

s

L

U
(6)

From this equation we can conclude that the steady-state rate of unemployment u=U/L
depends on the rates of job separation and job finding. That means when the rate of job
separation increase, the rate of unemployment also increases. On the other hand, when the
rate of job finding increase, the rate of unemployment decrease.

In addition, we will present empirical estimation for natural rate of unemployment by
job fining and job separation.
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u

The rate of unemployment in American (first quarter of 1995) is 8.18
percent.

63,7

11,769,6
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L

U
u

The rate of unemployment in American (first quarter of 2005) is 7.63
percent.

17 Mathematical note: If  in equation )1(
L

U
s
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U
f we substitute (E+U) for L, we find
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f if we substitute E

f

s
for U, in the right side of the equation, 

we obtain )(
E

f

s
E

E
s

L

U
f we can rearrange the equation )
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(

f

sf
E

E
s

L

U
f , for

L

U
the final equation

is: .
fs

s

L

U

These estimations are based on data for American economy.



Tabel.1 Natural rate of unemployment (steady-state unemployment rate)19

job finding (f) job separation (s)
1995/1 8,20 7,29 8,18
1995/2 8,01 7,67 8,62
1995/3 8,11 7,48 8,40
1995/4 8,26 7,62 8,54
1996/1 8,11 7,72 8,68
1996/2 8,24 7,59 8,51
1996/3 8,20 7,68 8,61
1996/4 8,28 7,40 8,30
1997/1 8,24 7,41 8,31
1997/2 8,00 7,44 8,37
1997/3 8,43 7,64 8,55
1997/4 8,47 7,77 8,69
1998/1 8,42 7,74 8,65
1998/2 8,43 7,71 8,63
1998/3 8,18 7,53 8,45
1998/4 8,11 7,44 8,36
1999/1 8,25 7,95 8,92
1999/2 8,29 7,70 8,63
1999/3 8,30 7,69 8,61
1996/4 8,44 7,52 8,41
2000/1 8,14 7,42 8,33
2000/2 8,00 7,53 8,47
2000/3 8,01 7,73 8,69
2000/4 7,85 7,60 8,57
2001/1 7,71 7,94 8,97
2001/2 7,52 8,16 9,24
2001/3 7,27 8,25 9,39
2001/4 7,31 8,20 9,32
2002/1 7,53 7,60 8,61
2002/2 7,45 7,54 8,55
2002/3 7,36 7,32 8,32
2002/4 7,13 7,40 8,44
2003/1 7,02 7,41 8,46
2003/2 7,04 7,24 8,27
2003/3 7,06 6,76 7,72
2003/4 7,08 6,88 7,86
2004/1 7,31 6,81 7,75
2004/2 7,22 6,79 7,73
2004/3 7,30 6,94 7,90
2004/4 7,34 6,70 7,61
2005/1 7,11 6,69 7,63

Picture1.The natural rate of unemployment flow

The estimation is based on data from The flow approach to Labor markets: Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger
(2006, Journal of Economic Perspectives)





Plot of time series

On the next page it is presented plot of time series data. This is for purpose

of visual inspection of the data and to see their movement across time. These series are

quarterly data from 1980 Q1 to 2000 Q4

Descriptive statistics reports standard minimum,maximum and standard

deviation.



Plot of complete time series

On the next page is presented plot of complete time series data. 

Test for normality and heteroscedasticity

Standard Jarque-Bera test for non-normality and test for heteroscedasticity ARCH-LM test

will be applied.



Normality and heteroscdasticity are not serious problem with time series data . 

Nadaraya-Watson OLS regression

Next it is presented OLS regression of labour productivity on Real wages. The relationship

between variables is positive and significant. This regression is presented graphically by

crossplot (see Crossplot (rw)). 



OLS ESTIMATION PRODUCTIVITY VERSUS UNEMPLYMENT

OLS estimation is done on labour productivity versus unemployment and

the result is negative and significant. This crossplot is given below OLS table.



OLS regression Employment vs real wages

Result is presented below and the result is positive and significant. Crossplot of the regression

is presented below the OLS table. 





This variable is first difference stationary. Optimal number of lags by info

criteria is (1,9). 

Test for cointegration

Johansens trace test for cointegration is being delivered for employment variable.



This variable employment, is I(0) variable , meaning that is stationary at fist

difference.

Optimal number of lags according to info criteria is 2. 

ADF test for labour productivity

In the next table it is presented unit root test for labour productivity.  



This variable has unit root and is not stationary. Optimal number of lags is

1.

Test for cointegration

Johansens trace test showed that up to 2 lags this variable is I(0), and

optimal  number of lags is 2. 



OPTIMAL ENDOGENOUS LAGS FROM INFORMATION CRITERIA

ADF test for real wages

ADF test shows that this variable is not stationary and does have unit root.



OPTIMAL ENDOGENOUS LAGS FROM INFORMATION CRITERIA

Test for cointegration

Johansens trace test for variable real wages it has been conducted.

ADF test for unemployment

ADF test for unemployment it has been conducted and the results are

presented below.



This variable is first difference stationary.

Test for cointegration

Test for cointegration showed that this variables has cointegration vector r>0.



ADF test for unemployment

ADF test for unemployment showed that this variable has unit root at one lag but its first

difference stationary. 



Test of cointegration for unemployment variable

Johansens trace test has been conducted for unemployment and proved that this variable is I(0). 

Optimal endogenous lags from info criteria is 2.

To do a VAR model first we will seek for the optimal number of lags for the model.



VAR ESTIMATION RESULTS

VAR estimation results are presented in a matrix form while you can look

up in the Appendix 1 to see their output format. 20

The VAR model is up to three lags since info criteria demanded that this

be modeled that way.  

                   

VAR matrix coefficients are presented on the previous page.  

Granger causality test 

From the below table for granger causality test we can see that there is granger causality

between labour productivity , employment, real wages and unemployment, but labour

productivity does not granger cause three other variables.



VEC MODEL 21

VEC model for Canadian time series is presented as matrix below.

VEC model shows long run coefficient, and if the system is in disequilibrium , alteration of

the variables will only be -0.003 for real wages or -0.3%, -0.001 for unemployment or -0.1%, 

-0.000 for productivity or -0%,and -0% for employment. This means that Canadian labour

market is in equilibrium working at natural rate of unemployment and by equilibrium wages.



Chow test for structural stability

Chow test below shows that VEC model is stable according to this test.
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Abstract

This empirical study investigates the dynamic link between patent growth and GDP

growth in G7  economies. ARDL model showed that there exist positive relationship in

long run between quarterly  growth of patents and quarterly GDP growth. The error

correction term suggests that 20,6 percent of the  adjustment back to long run

equilibrium of industrial production in G7 countries is corrected by 20,6% a year,

following a shock like the one in

1974 , which in our study is controlled by a dummy variable D74. In the short run however

at one  or  two lags there exist negative  relationship between quarterly patents growth

and quarterly  growth of  GDP.  Johanse procedure  for cointegration showed that

long run multipliers are  positive  between the patent  growth and GDP  growth in G7

economies. Granger causality test showed that patent growth Granger cause GDP growth in

G7 countries. Unrestricted VAR showed that there exists positive relationship between

patent growth and GDP growth at two or three lags.

Key words: Cointegration, ARDL, Error correction models, Johase procedure, Patent

growth, GDP growth



Introduction

In 1975 French president Val ry Giscard d'Estaing invited leaders of Germany, Italy, 

USA, the Unite Kingdom, Japan. The group was discussing oil crisis, stock market crash

.So the event was to become annual and that is how the group was formed, later Canada

was invited to join and the G7 was created. We use quarterly data on growth of patents and

quarterly data of GDP growth (1963Q1 to 1993Q4) from G7 countries, and our purpose

here is to estimate the causal relationship between this two variables.Technological

revolution in the twentieth century has happened and more innovations than all the earlier

centuries happened. Technology and innovation are seen as engines of economic growth

(Usmani, Ahmad, Junoh). Technological change has been regarded as a major source of  

long-run productivity growth (Romer,   1990, Grossman and Helpman, 1991),  with

innovation no longer being  treated as an exogenous   process. Patents have  

become increasingly important, especially over the past two decades. As patent office

procedures have adapted to remain abreast of changing economic and scientific

circumstances, it has also become increasingly important to define and analyse

innovation more precisely(Mcalleer, Slotje, 2005). In the next graph it is presented the

relationship between quarterly growth of patents and quarterly growth of GDP.

Scatter plot of GDP growth quarterly data in G7 countries and growth of quarterly patents

in G7 countries data from 1963 Q1 to 1993Q4.The scatter plot result is ambiguous,

meaning that between growth of quarterly patents and quarterly growth of GDP in G7

countries exist positive as well negative relationship. We will



test this result empirically in the latter of the paper. The application of the conventional

Granger (1969) causality tests is a common practice in empirical research. In the standard

Granger-causality test, a variable Xt Granger-causes Yt if the lagged values of Xt help

improve the forecast of Yt. One of the problems of the  conventional Granger-causality

tests which Miller and Russek (1990), and Miller (1991) pointed out is that it is possible to

find no causal relationship between two variables that share a common trend. This is the

case  because a variable that exhibits non-stationarity will show no tendency to return

to its long-run equilibrium level in the event of a random disturbance; hence the

conventional Granger causality tests may lead to misleading  results. One  of  the  

important  features of the cointegration analysis over the  standard Granger causality test

is that if two variables are integrated of order one, that is I(1), and cointegrated, there

must be Granger-causality in at least one direction because one variable can help predict the

other( OWOYE,1995). 

Dataandthemethodology

First, in the paper we will use ARDL model to see the long run relationship between this

variables. Afterwards we set error  correction  model to capture  short run and long

run coefficients as well as the coefficient on the error correction model. Descriptive

statistics of the variables and correlation matrix is given as follows:

Descriptive
statistics

LYG7
LQG7

Maximum
0.3775

2

51.7423

Mean -2.4425 47.3223

Minimum -6.9122 39.8834

Correlation matrix

LYG7 LQG7

LYG7  1.00  -

LQG7 .87495

1.00



Autoregressivedistributedlagmodel(ARDL)22

In economics we know that rarely Y variable responds instantaneously on X variable let

say. Y responds with laps of time. Such a laps of time is called lag (Gujaraty,2003). 

General model with lags is as follows:

Yt    = + 0 X t    + 1 X t 1 + ...... + k X t k + ut

k

Here 0 is short run coefficient while, i    = 0   + 1 + ..... +

k
i=0

= , is long run coefficient ,

or total lag distributed multiplier.

Our ARDL is up to four lags, also here we add dummy variable in the model D74 , this

variable is used to control for 1973-1974 stock market crash. This was what followed after

great oil crash 1973, and after Bretton Woods fall 1972. 

This time series is plotted as follows:

On average highest quarterly patents from 1963 to 1993 has USA, followed by quarterly

patents of Japan. The third one in G7 countries is Germany, while other 4, France, Canada, 

Great Britain, and Italy has similar number of quarterly patents in the period.

Firstly there are lags between growth of quarterly patents and quarterly growth of GDP is

because the lag between the invention of an idea or device and its development up to a



commercially applicable stage, and the lag which is introduced by the process of diffusion:

it takes time before all the old machines are replaced by the better new ones

(Griliches,1967). Also contractual obligations permit patents or innovations from diffusion. 

Also technological reasons like imperfect knowledge may account for lags. For instance

many similar products, or similar patents. 

Estimated ARDL model23 (long run coefficients model) is as follows:

ARDL(3,3,0) selected based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion
Dependent variable

is
DLYG7

Coefficient p-value

DLYG7(-1)   0.31236 [0.001]
DLYG7(-2)   0.18942 [0.035]
DLYG7(-3)   0.29185 [0.001]
DLQG7 -0.030839 [0.182]
DLQG7(-1)  0.011888 [0.621]
DLQG7(-2)  0.095881 [0.000]
DLQG7(-3)  0.057458 [0.015]

D74 -0.051877  [0.027]

R2 0.24886
F-stat F( 7, 110) = 5.2062[.000]
D-W Statistics  2.0696

Diagnostics of the model is as follows:

p-value decision

Serial Correlation24 [0.742]
We cannot reject the null hypothesis of no

serial correlation at all conventional levels of

significance

Functional Form                            [0.113] We cannot reject the null hypothesis for a

good functional form at all levels of significance

        Normality [0.000] We cannot reject the null hypothesis for normality

Heteroscedasticity [0.422]      We cannot reject the null hypothesis of

homoscedasticity at all levels of significance



D74 is negatively correlated with the quarterly growth of GDP in G7 countries, and the

coefficient is statistically and economically significant. Coefficients on the three lags of

the growth of quarterly patents in G7 countries are of small size but positively, as

expected correlated with the quarterly growth of GDP  in  G7 countries.  Short run

coefficient on quarterly patents is negatively associated with the quarterly growth of GDP

in G7 countries, but the coefficient itself is insignificant at conventional levels of

significance. Also three coefficient on the lags of quarterly growth of GDP in G7

countries are  positively and statistically significantly correlated with the quarterly growth

of GDP in G7 AR(4) . D-W statistics above 2(>2) suggests negative correlation among the

residuals. Serial correlation is not problem in this time series, and functional form is

correctly specified according to the diagnostics table of the model.  Also

heteroscedasticity is not the problem that out model suffers from. So in conclusion long

run coefficients are positive, and there exist positive long run relationship between

quarterly growth of patents and quarterly growth of GDP in the selected G-7 countries. 

Errorcorrectionmechanism(ECM)fortheselectedARDLmodel

In the error correction model are captured short run and long run coefficients between

the variables of interest. Adjustment towards long run equilibrium is given by the

coefficients of the EC mechanism (Harris,Sollis, 2003). Error correction mechanism

shows that on average lagged quarterly growth of GDP  have negative effects on

quarterly growth of GDP itself. Similar lagged quarterly growth of patents in the G7

countries have negative effect on short run at 2 years lag. The coefficients are significant

at all conventional levels of significance. The coefficient on the Error correction model is

negative and statistically significant p-value (0.003). The error correction term represents

the speed of adjustment of the change in the quarterly output to its long run equilibrium

following a shock in the short run. Moreover the significance of the error correction term

confirms the existence of a long run relationship between the regressors and the

dependent variable. The error correction term suggests that 20,6 percent of the adjustment

back to long run equilibrium is corrected after one year.

Error correction mechanism is presented in the following table.



(b) Error Correction  Representation for the Selected ARDL Model ARDL selected

based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion

Dependent variable is dDLYG7

Variable Coefficient t-stat (p-value)

dDLYG7(-1)  -0.48127 -5.1456[0.000]

dDLYG7(-2)  -0.29185
-3.4268[0.001]

dDLQG7 -0.030839
-1.3428[0.182]

dDLQG7(-1)  -0.15334 -4.0106[0.000]

dDLQG7(-2) -0.057458
-2.4788[0.015]

D74 -0.051877 -2.2459[0.027]

ecm(-1) -0.20637
-3.0592[0.003]

s
R2=0.426 R 2   = 0.39

D-W-stat=2.06 Fstat=13.6547[0.000]

R-Squared and R-Bar-Squared measures refer to the dependent variable dDLYG7 and in

cases where the error correction model is highly   restricted, these measures could become

negative.

Sensitivity analysis

Test statistic LM version F version

I: Serial Correlation

II: Functional Form

1.9654[0.742]

2.5120[0.113]

0.44886[.773]

2.3709[.127]

III :Normality 163.9122[0.000] n.a.

IV: Heteroscedasticity
0.64474[0.422]

0.63729[0.426]

I: Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation. 

II: Ramsey RESET test using the square of the fitted values.  

III: Based on a test of skewness and kurtosis of residuals. 

IV: Based on the regression of squared residuals on squared fitted values



The diagnostic tests also pass the overall validity of the model.This is for all tests except for

normality. 

EstimatedLongRunCoefficientsusingtheARDLApproach25

Next we are estimating the long run coefficient using this 118 observations quarterly

data for industrial production (quarterly growth of GDP per capita in G7 countries),

Dependent variable is DLYG7
118 observations used for estimation from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3

DLQG7 0.65120 2.4480[0.016]
D74 -0.25138 -1.8365[0.069]

So in long run increase in 1 percentage points in number of quarterly patents

increase quarterly growth of GDP per capita by 0.65% in G7 countries. This coefficient is

statistically and economically significant. 

Cointegration

Next we do cointegration test with no intercepts or trends. xt and yt are said to be cointegrated
if there exists a parameter such that

ut    yt   xt

is a stationary process. 

The first thing to notice is of course that economic series behave like I(1) processes, i.e. they

seem to drift all over the place"; but the second thing to notice is that they seem to drift in

such a way that the they do not drift away from each other. If you formulate this statistically

you come up with the cointegration model (Sorensen,2005).

CointegrationwithunrestrictedinterceptsandrestrictedtrendsintheVAR

This procedure  involves three  suggested test tests here  for selecting the number of

cointegrating vectors. First, we are going to present the results from LR test based on the

maximal eingevalue of the stochastic matrix. For order of VAR (4).



Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and restricted trends in the VAR26

Cointegration LR Test Based on Maximal Eigenvalue of the Stochastic Matrix

118 observations from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3. Order of VAR = 4.

Null Alternative Statistic 95%
Critical

value

90%
critical

value

r = 0 r = 1 52.1710 19.2200 17.1800

17.9575 12.3900 10.5500
r <= 1 r = 2

Use the above table to determine r (the number of cointegrating vectors).

Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and restricted trends in the VAR
Cointegration LR Test Based on Trace of the Stochastic Matrix

118 observations from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3. Order of VAR = 4.

Null Alternative Statistic 95%
Critical

value

90% critical

value

r = 0 r >= 1 70.1284 25.700 23.0800

17.9575 12.3900 10.5500
r <= 1 r = 2

Use the above table to determine r (the number of cointegrating vectors).

Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and restricted trends in the VAR
Choice of the Number of Cointegrating Relations Using Model Selection Criteria

118 observations from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3. Order of VAR = 4.

rank Maximized LL AIC SBC HQC

r = 0 215.6245 201.6245 182.2297 193.7497

241.7100 223.7100 198.7738 213.5852
r = 1

r= 2 250.688
230.6887 202.4389 219.4389

AIC = Akaike Information Criterion SBC = Schwarz Bayesian Criterion
HQC = Hannan-Quinn Criterion



So from this three tables we choose two cointegrating vectors , maximum possible. From the

third table option r=2 has highest AIC info criteria , also from previous two tables we reject

the null hypothesis of r=0 in favor of r>=1 , but also r<=1 is rejected in favor of r=2 , so we

acept r=2. Next figure shows that second difference of the two variables quarterly growth of

GDP per capita in G7 countries (DLYG7) , and growth of quarterly patents in G7 countries

(DLQG7) are I(2) variables.

Johansen justidentifyingrestrictions

We use Johansen just identifying restrictions to display C i.e. cointegrating vectors. 

Estimated Cointegrated Vectors in Johansen Estimation (Normalized in
Brackets) Cointegration with unrestricted intercepts and restricted trends in
the VAR

118 observations from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3. Order of VAR = 4, chosen r =2.

Vector 2 of DLQG7 variable quarterly growth of patents is positive, as it is shown in the

Table. While first vector is negative.



Matrixforlongrunmultipliersforthespecified2vectorsinJohansen estimation

In this section also of importance is to present the matrix of long run multipliers , because

we are interested in long run relationship between the two variables of interest. 

Estimated Long Run Matrix in Johansen Estimation
Cointegration with no intercepts or trends in the VAR

118 observations from 1964Q2 to 1993Q3. Order of VAR = 4, chosen r =1
List of variables included in the cointegrating
vector: DLYG7 DLQG7

DLYG7 DLQG7
DLYG7 -0.17149 0.21227

DLQG7 1.1763 -1.4560

Here estimated long run multipliers between DLYG7 (quarterly growth of output in G7

countries), and DLQG7(quarterly growth of patents in G7 countries) is positive.

OLSestimationofunrestrictedVAR

Vector auto regression model  is basically an  econometric model  used to capture  the

interdependence between multiple time series.  In the independent variables there is lagged

values of the right hand side variable, and other two variables in our case DLQG7 (quarterly

growth of patents in G7 countries) and D74,dummy variable used to control for 1974 crisis. 

In the next Table are given the results from the unrestricted VAR estimation. You can see the

software imprint in Appendix 4.

OLS estimation of a single equation in the Unrestricted VAR

Dependent variable
is

DLYG7

Coefficient p-value



       
DLYG7(-1)  0.25 [0.012]
DLYG7(-2)  0.17 [0.076]
DLYG7(-3)  0.32 [0.001]
DLYG7(-4) -0.003 [0.968]
DLQG7 (-1)  0.016                                 [0.503]
DLQG7(-2)  0.092 [0.000]
DLQG7(-3) 0.0801 [0.002]
DLQG7(-4) 0.0312 [0.197]

D74(-1) -0.04  [0.264]

D74(-2) -0035 [0.449]

D74(-3) -0.18                 [0.695]

D74(-4) 0.078 [0.028]

R2 0.29
F-stat F( 11, 106) =3.8751[.000]
D-W Statistics  2.0832

This unrestricted VAR estimation shows that on 2 and 3 lags DLQG7 coefficient is positive

and statistically significantly correlated with with growth of quarterly output in G7 countries

DLYG7.  And the lagged values  of DLYG7 are positively and statistically significantly

correlated with itself but at 2 and 3 lags. While lagged dummy variable is insignificant except

at 4 lags and is negatively correlated with DLYG7.

Sensitivity analysis

Test statistic LM version F version

I: Serial Correlation

II: Functional Form

5.5894[0.232]

5.1279[0.024]

1.2679[.288]

4.7702[.031]

III :Normality 218.9722[.000] n.a.

IV: Heteroscedasticity
0.42751[.513]

0.42179[.517]

The diagnostic tests also pass the overall validity of the model.This is for all tests except for

normality. 



TestStatisticsandChoiceCriteriaforSelectingtheOrderoftheVARModel

In the following Table are presented the info criteria for selecting the number of lags. 

We selected the 4 number of lags as because the AIC has highest info value. That is the
section that is highlighted yellow in the table above.

TestofSerialCorrelationofResiduals(OLScase)

Serial correlation is one of the biggest problems in time series data so here we are testing
even though formal LM test suggested that serial correlation is not a problem in our models. 

LM test again showed that we have insufficient evidence to reject Ho of no serial correlation

since the p-value of the test is (0.232) , also F statistic has high p-value (0.288).

Grangercausalitytest

Granger causality test is performed to see whether X lagged variable cause Y variable. In this

case to see whether DLQG7 cause DLYG7. The test is given in the Table below



LR test shows that we have enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis of

insignificant lagged values of DLQG7 in the block equations explaining the variable

DLYG7. 

Critical values of chi-square statistics from the Tables

Our estimated chi-square statistics 15.319 is > (7.779, 9.488, 11.143, 13.277) at 4 degrees

of freedom (df). So we can reject the null and accept the alternative hypothesis that

DLQG7 granger causes DLYG7. 

So in long run, as conclusion we can confirm that there exists positive relationship between

growth of quarterly patents DLQG7 and quarterly growth of GDP in G7 countries

DLYG7 variable.  While the error correction mechanism showed negative signs on the

DLQG7

variable.



Appendices

DLYG7-GROWTH OF QUARTERLY OUTPUT IN G7 COUNTRIES FOR THE
PERIOD

1963Q1 TO 1993Q4

DLQG7-GROWTH OF QUARTERLY PATENTS IN G7 COUNTRIES FOR THE
PERIOD

1963Q1 TO 1993Q4

D74-DUMMY VARIABLE(0,1) TO CONTROL FOR THE STOCK MARKET CRISIS
IN

1974 THAT FOLLOWED GREAT  OIL CRASH AND FALL OF  BRETTON-

WOODS SYSTEM.

TIME-TIME TREND VARIABLE

G7 COU&TRIES ARE- United States of America, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
United

Kingdom and Canada.
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